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Gajendra's completely unexpected demise has made me very sad. He has long been my friend, 
confidant and adviser. K. M. Chandrasekhar, Former Union Cabinet Secretary

His was a brilliant mind, and he was a Gutsy Man whom I respected greatly. Senthil 
Chengalvarayan, TV Anchor

He made a mark in respect of his contributions to the development of policies for private sector 
infrastructure development. Chitra and Pawan Chopra, IAS (Retd.)

I was very fond of the person he was, and very respectful of his intellect and forthrightness. In grief. 
M. Damodaran, Former Chairman, SEBI

Had the opportunity to work with Sir as a young professional in Planning Commission and I 
continue to be deeply influenced by his strong ideals and integrity. My guru. Payal Dey

In Gajendra Haldea's death, India loses a keen upholder of public interest. He believed that the 
private sector and competitive markets could provide public services — efficiently and affordably. 
Haldea liked to be a thorn in the flesh. He never hesitated to point out flaws in agreements or 
tendering processes that were detrimental to public good. His critics found his concession 
agreements rigid. But Haldea was a man of principle. As a civil servant, he keenly protected the 
public interest even at the risk of un-friending people. Vivian Fernandes, The Federal

Extremely shocked. He was a man of firm convictions and steely resolve to see his viewpoint, mostly 
right, accepted and implemented even when there was massive opposition from the higher ups. He 
was a restless soul in the cause of public service. Subhash Garg, IAS (Retd.)

He was the most vibrant, most cultured, most congenial. कहाँ से लाएँ ऐसे इंसान को? His smiling face 

has risen several times today. Syeda Hameed, Former Member, Planning Commission

Gajendra was a man of character. He formed an opinion after deep reflection and would defend it till 
the end. He was always graceful and pleasant. Anwarul Hoda, IAS (Retd.) 

Went too early. Obstinate he was but for the right reasons. Gulrez Hoda, IAS (Retd.) 

Big loss! A true warrior. And such a towering personality. (An aside…When we were at lunch, he told 
me how I was tilting my bowl of soup the wrong way. I tilted it towards me to get the rest of the soup. 
He had lived in England, and seen that you had to tilt it away from yourself). RIP my friend Sunil 
Jain, Editor, Financial Express

He was a brother to me. Najeeb Jung, IAS (Retd.)

Extremely sad. I cannot forget the day last year when he came to my house and sang a beautiful 
ghazal of Mukesh. We had an amazing evening. Huma Khalil 

Shocked. I have great memories of my wonderful discussions and debates with him. Uday Kotak, 
CEO & MD, Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd.

Gajendra was a rare human being. He shaped my thoughts in multiple ways.  It's a great personal 
loss. I have lost a close friend. Paras Kuhad, Former Additional Solicitor General of India  

He was great person, very intelligent, had no vices and had the ability to go into the depth of any 
subject he handled. Sanjaya Kulkarni, MD, Indian Direct Equity Advisors Pvt.Ltd.
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He was an icon for the civil service. Manoj Kumar, IAS

Too shocking. Speechless. Never met a person like him. A true friend, a phenomenal guide and a 
great host. Ashok Lavasa, IAS (Retd.) 

God has really been cruel. Dr. Shakuntala Lavasa 

Remarkable human being. Vivek Law, TV Anchor 

Interacted with him a few times on infra related matters. Very knowledgeable and outspoken and a 
straight shooter. Very well regarded and respected. Vikram Limaye MD, NSE

He was a diligent, fearless, professional and distinguished civil servant. A role model for young civil 
servants. Prashant Mahapatra

Passing away of Gajendra has left a void for me. We were almost intertwined into one another ever 
since we met in college. After that there was no looking back. I miss Gajendra my 360-degree friend.  I 
will write about our memories one day and share them with you. Strength to the family to bear the 
loss of a golden senior. Subhash Mathur 

Mr. Haldea was truly an intellectual giant...committed to improving governance. Yadi Mathur

A man of immense integrity and intellectual capability, he has left an indelible imprint on 
infrastructure development in India. He will be deeply missed. Arvind Mayaram, IAS (Retd.)

He was an upright, decent person and a rare find in the government. Anjana Menon, Journalist

Can't comprehend his not being amongst us any longer. Sudhir Mital, IAS (Retd.)

Had spent memorable moments with him. Always smiling and passionate about his various 
initiatives. Rakesh Bharti Mittal, Vice Chairman & MD, Bharti Enterprises 

Can't look forward to unending absorbing discussions. The nation has lost a dedicated rare ethical 
public servant.  He was one of a kind. Dr. Rakesh Mohan, Former Dy. Governor, RBI 

It is an irreparable loss. His contributions to the governance and policy with regard to infrastructure 
development especially by the private sector are immense. He was one of    the very few cerebral civil 
servants who fearlessly and with much analytical insight could, much before it happened, point to 
risks in PPPs for the government, and to users. We academics have lost a person whom we all 
admired. Prof. Sebastián Morris, IIM Ahmedabad

His documents on PPP were akin to crafts, no less than the finest artworks adorning museums. 
Anirban Mukerji

He was amongst my most intellectually upright colleagues. Dr. P.J. Nayak, IAS (Retd.) 

He was such a gentleman in his own right. He was so warm and welcoming. He demonstrated his 
integrity and incorruptibility of the highest order. Mridula and Vivek Pande 

He was a true mentor for me. Truly a Guru. Pioneering ideation and long-lasting actions on Indian 
Infrastructure. Always candid. Shailesh Pathak, MD, L&T Infra 
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He was generous, large-hearted and extremely self-confident. Surely, it feels like losing a close friend, in 
addition to the cadre losing a stalwart. Priyadarshi 

His congenial smile, mild manners and helpful attitude made him a centre of all the festivities that we 
attended. S.Hassan Rizvi 

It is so characteristic for him to have his life celebrated – and he leaves behind a wonderful legacy. I will 
miss him. Harish Salve, Former Solicitor General of India

No words can suffice when you lose your dearest people! Sanjiv Saraf, MD, Polyplex 

Oh God! What a genuine person! Dr. Shiv Sarin 

A Real Real promoter of PPP in true sense. Worked with him closely on few projects, found him so open 
to initiative if worth it against the apprehensions many people thought Gajendra Haldea A guru for a 
generation of infra project administrators. Ajay Saxena, IAS (Retd.)

I have seen few officers with his intellectual status. India is poor without him. Manmohan Sethi 

One of most accomplished civil servants in India. I had the privilege of working with him for a year, 
when he was our member and made important contributions to many of our policies. Jasmine Shah, 
Member, Dialogue & Development Commission, Delhi Government 

Always immaculately turned out, he did not appear to age at all. And now he is no more!  His intellect 
was sharp and his energy and ability to personally work very hard was extraordinary. He could write and 
argue so well. He had a missionary zeal in pushing policy in the PPP space in which he spent many years 
at his peak. He was a forceful proponent of his ideas. And a formidable opponent but enjoying a 'good 
fight'. While to many in the system, he became a good example of 'How not to win friends and influence 
people', in the outside world, he was seen as a visionary crusader for PPPs. He became sui generis. Ajay 
Shankar, IAS (Retd.)

A man of sterling integrity, probity and enormous creative contribution to restoring institutionalized 
mechanisms for fair play. Kamal Sharma 

Such a loss. Gajendra Haldea was the final word on Infra and PPP Projects. Learnt so much from him. 
Sir, you will be missed. Abhishek Singh, IAS 

Lively intelligent domain knowledge and amazing rectitude. He was so close to me. How deeply I 
mourn his demise. Have no words really. N.K. Singh, IAS (Retd.)  

A rare person, intelligent, committed, dedicated his life for public good. Justice G. S. Singhvi 

I was always impressed with his knowledge and intellect, both while he was with the Ministry of Finance 
and later with the Planning Commission. U. K. Sinha, Former Chairman, SEBI

My memories of serving with Shri Gajendra Haldea ji in 1993 had over the past 3 decades matured into 
deep and abiding friendship. V. Srinivas, IAS, Addl. Secretary, Govt. of India 

Gajendra Haldea was a selfless infrastructure expert. His contribution was immense and noteworthy. 
K.R. Srivats, Hindu Businessline
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